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38 facts about shakespeare s 38 plays mental floss - william shakespeare died 400 years ago this month on april 23
1616 his complete works at least 38 surviving plays including several collaborations 154 sonnets and five narrative poems
totaling a staggering 884 000 words are a cornerstone of english literature and have remained albeit intermittently popular
ever since his death, shakespeare association of america online program - program for the 46th annual meeting click
here to see a map and the floor plans of the meeting venue click seminar titles to view abstracts click digital exhibit titles to
go to exhibit sites, jstor viewing subject language literature - jstor is a digital library of academic journals books and
primary sources, home page the tls - reviews essays books and the arts the leading international weekly for literary culture,
romeo and juliet by william shakespeare goodreads - in romeo and juliet shakespeare creates a world of violence and
generational conflict in which two young people fall in love and die because of that love the story is rather extraordinary in
that the normal problems faced by young lovers are here so very large
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